Quantum heat engines employ as working agents multi-level systems, for example electrons immersed in magnetic fields, instead of classical gases. We show that quantum heat engines may be equivalent to mechanical heat engines akin to water mills. Specifically, we consider a series of reservoirs containing fluids of different densities, perhaps waters having different salt concentrations. These reservoirs are connected to one another by pipes, so that they may exchange some volume of fluid. The work performed and the efficiency may be the same for such mechanical engines and quantum heat engines. We also find that the work fluctuations from one cycle to another are the same for mechanical engines of appropriate microscopic contents and quantum heat engines. In particular, quantum heat engines employing as working agent two-level systems are modeled by fluids consisting of two kinds of molecules, one of weight 0 and the other of weight 1. For some parameter values the work performed does not fluctuate. The case where one of the two heat reservoirs, or both, have negative temperatures is considered. *
Introduction
Quantum heat engines employ as working agents multi-level systems, for example electrons immersed in magnetic fields, instead of classical gases. The operation of quantum heat engines that employ as working agents multilevel systems, for example harmonic oscillators, quantized free particles in a box, three-level atoms or electrons submitted to magnetic fields, have been treated by Geva and Kosloff in [1, 2] , Opatrny and Scully in [3] and He in [4] . We consider here particularly two-level agents such as electrons immersed in magnetic fields. Work is produced when the electrons are carried from a high-magnetic-field high-temperature region into a low-magnetic-field lowtemperature region. That work is delivered to the source of the field that carries the electrons from one region to the other, e.g., an electrical battery. Advanced papers on quantum heat engines recently published [1, 3, 4] are mostly concerned with maximizing powers rather than efficiencies and other cycles besides the reversible Carnot cycle are considered. The present paper, restricted to slow elementary systems, may serve as an introduction.
There is a significant difference of method between this paper and previous ones. As long as the working agent consists of independent oscillators no consideration needs to be given to that agent entropy or temperature. It suffices to evaluate the entropy produced in the heat reservoirs. The present treatment is somewhat more general than most previous ones because systems with arbitrary energy levels are considered.
We show that quantum heat engines are equivalent to some mechanical heat engines akin to water mills. Specifically, we consider a series of reservoirs containing fluids of different densities, perhaps waters having different salt concentrations. These reservoirs are connected to one another by pipes as shown in Fig. 1 , so that they may exchange some volume of fluid. The work performed and the efficiency may be the same for such mechanical engines and quantum heat engines.
Already in 1824 Carnot suggested that heat engines are in some sense analogous to water mills, fluid-reservoir altitudes being analogous to heatreservoirs absolute temperatures. He defined the efficiency of water mills as the ratio of the work actually performed to the work that would be performed if the consumed upper-reservoir fluid had dropped all the way down to some lower reference level. Heat engine efficiencies, on the other hand, defined as the ratios of the work performed and the high-temperature reservoir heat consumption, are dimensionless provided the heat consumption be expressed in energy units, e.g., joules.
The first and second laws of thermodynamics were established by Carnot: The first law asserts that heat is a form of energy and that isolated systems energies do not vary in the course of time: "Heat is nothing but motive power, or rather another form of motion. Wherever motive power is destroyed, heat is generated in precise proportion to the quantity of motive power destroyed; conversely, wherever heat is destroyed, motive power is generated" [5, 6] . Precisely, Carnot calculated that 1 calorie of heat is equivalent to 3.27 J (instead of the modern value: 4.18 J). The readers will find a discussion of the method employed by Carnot to establish the equivalence of heat and energy in [7] .
On the other hand, it is a well-known empirical fact that heat may flow spontaneously (i.e., with no work involved) from a body into another one having a larger inverse temperature but that the converse never occurs. A reservoir is said to be "hotter" than another one when its inverse temperature is smaller irrespectively of the temperature signs, that is, when (algebraically): β h < β c , an assertion that generalizes commonly made observations concerning heat.
This empirical fact is embodied in the second law of thermodynamics which asserts that no work can be obtained from a single heat reservoir at positive temperature through cyclic operations. Two reservoirs at least at different temperatures are required. More generally: βW ≤ 0 where W denotes the work performed. Another form of the second law says that isolated systems entropies may not decrease 1 . Carnot found that heat-engines reach maximum efficiency when they are reversible, with a dimensionless value
where β c,h denote the reservoirs inverse absolute temperatures. Carnot proved that this formula holds for elementary (small temperature differences) cycles employing as working agent nearly ideal gases such as air or fluids such as water undergoing first-order phase transition, enclosed in cylinders of variable lengths, on the basis of empirical laws such as the Boyle-Mariotte law, 1 Because there has been some confusion in the literature concerning the significance of the Carnot contribution, it is worthwhile to quote here the excellent book by Zemansky and Dittman [8, see p. 169]: "Carnot used chaleur when referring to heat in general, but when referring to the motive power of fire that is brought about when heat enters an engine at high temperature and leaves at low temperature, he uses the expression chute de calorique, never chute de chaleur [. . . ]. Carnot had in the back of his mind the concept of entropy, for which he reserved the term calorique". This observation has been made by other authors, particularly Lunn [9] in 1919. While energy is constant in isolated systems, entropy may be produced but not destroyed. Heat and work, on the other hand, express transfers of energy from one body to another. These concepts will perhaps become clearer through the consideration of the elementary mechanisms described in the present paper.
and empirical data such as the air constant-pressure heat capacity and the heat required to vaporize some amount of water.
Going back to our heat-engine water-mill comparison, we will show that, not only the average works performed, but also the work fluctuations from one cycle to another are the same for appropriate microscopic contents of the fluid reservoirs. In particular, quantum heat engines employing as working agent two-level systems are accurately modeled by fluids consisting of two kinds of molecules, of weight 0 and 1 respectively. We also show that for some parameter values the work performed does not fluctuate, and we draw an analogy with quiet-pump lasers. The cases where one of the two heat reservoirs, or both, have negative temperatures are considered. Observation of negative temperatures was first reported in 1951 by Purcell and Pound [10, see p. 102] . The operation of heat engines and heat pumps with negative reservoir temperatures has been adequately treated by Landsberg [11] . Finally, the amount of entropy produced in the heat and work reservoirs is evaluated in Appendix B. Uncertainty in the work performed is essential to ensure that the total entropy may not decrease in the course of time.
Before entering into mathematical details, let us consider briefly, in turn, classical mechanical systems (akin to watermills), classical Otto heat engines and quantum Otto heat engines, and explain in what sense the first is related to the third. Through the introduction of multiple reservoirs, the simple Otto cycle leads to the reversible Carnot cycle, which, inherently, exhibits greater efficiency.
1. Let us begin with a purely mechanical system, namely a watermill. As is well known, the energy released by water dropping from a high-level reservoir into a lower one may be employed to lift a weight. Ideally (e.g., neglecting friction) the efficiency is unity in the sense that the potential energy lost by water is entirely converted into the weight potential energy. Because the motion is assumed to be slow no consideration is given here to kinetic energy. However, we may also define the efficiency η as the ratio of the work actually performed to the one that would have been performed if the same amount of water had been dropped to some lower reference level. If the reservoir altitudes with respect to that reference level are denoted by l > 0 and h > l , where the subscripts l and h stand for "low" and "high", respectively, we have obviously for the ideal engine
To facilitate the comparison, we consider a slightly different situation. The high-altitude reservoir is supposed to contain a high-density fluid and the low-altitude reservoir a low-density fluid, see produced when a unit volume of fluid is being exchanged between the two reservoirs. More details are given in Section 2.
2. Let us explain next what are, in essence, classical Otto heat engines. The working agent may be a gas-filled cylinder with a movable piston, initially in thermal contact with a high-temperature heat reservoir. When the cylinder is separated from the heat reservoir and allowed to expand in length, the piston motion may be employed to lift a weight, while the gas cools down. As a second step, the cylinder is put in contact with a low-temperature heat reservoir. The cylinder is subsequently separated from this heat reservoir and allowed to shrink back to its original length. Note that, in contrast with the four-stroke Carnot cycle, the cylinder length does not vary when it is in contact with the reservoirs. Heat-engine efficiencies, η, are defined in general as ratios of the work performed and the heat removed from the high-temperature reservoir. The Otto cycle efficiency may reach the Carnot efficiency η C = 1 − T low /T high only in the limit where the work produced is vanishingly small.
3. In quantum Otto engines the working agent instead of being a classical gas is a multilevel system, for example spin-1/2 electrons immersed in a magnetic field B for the two-levels case. Electrons possess different energies depending on whether their magnetic moments point in the magnetic field direction or in the opposite direction. For simplicity, we select units such that the level energy difference is equal (rather than just proportional) to B. Without loss of generality, the electron lower-level energies are set equal to 0. The upper-level energy is then simply = B. If an electron in the upper state is transferred from a high-magnetic-field region into a low-magnetic-field region the electron energy gets reduced. This reduced energy is delivered to the agent that helps displace the electron. For example, if the electron is acted upon by an electric field the energy is delivered to the battery that generates that field.
In the quantum Otto cycle an electron (the working agent), initially in thermal contact with a high-temperature reservoir at temperature T h and immersed in a magnetic field B h = h , gets carried to a bath at a lower temperature T l and lower magnetic field B l = l . This electron is subsequently carried back to the original reservoir, thereby closing the cycle, with some net work being performed. Because the cycle is assumed to be arbitrarily slow, there is enough time for the electron to reach a regime of thermal equilibrium with the reservoirs. The two processes (h → l and l → h) being statistically independent it is easy to evaluate the statistics of the net work performed, and in particular the average work performed in a cycle and the work variance. We find it convenient to suppose that the heat reservoirs are made up of the same elements as the working agent itself, for example they are collections of two-level systems.
The statistical properties of the equivalent mechanical engine then follow from a simple urn model. Only the most elementary rule of probability is needed for evaluating the work performed, the efficiency and the fluctuations: when an urn contains N balls possessing labels that help distinguish one ball from another, but which behave in the same manner in the urn, the probability of picking up any particular ball is equal to 1/N . It is of course implied that, once a ball has been introduced in the urn some stirring occurs and sufficient time is allowed before a new ball is being picked up, as is the case for lottery machines. It follows that, if n denotes the total ball weight the average ball weight is equal to n/N . Urn models were initially proposed by the Ehrenfests in 1907 to critically review the Boltzmann H-theorem. A review can be found in the paper by Godrèche and Luck [12] . To our knowledge, the model considered in the present paper relating to Thermodynamics cycles has not been considered before. It provides a feel for the method of extraction of mechanical energy from heat baths without having to enter into modern Thermodynamics concepts. As a matter of fact, our treatment of Otto cycles in Section 3, consisting of two isochoric and two isentropic processes, could have been offered long before the laws of Thermodynamics and Quantum Theory were established, e.g., in the eighteenth century. The heat engine that we consider is labeled quantum because the working agent may reside in only a few discrete energy levels, typically 0 and 1. The Planck constant does not enter in our discussion because the agent energy is the parameter controlled from the outside. In contradistinction, in the case of oscillators (see, e.g., [13] ), the externally-controlled parameter is the oscillator (angular) frequency ω. In that case the Planck constant (divided by 2π) enters through the expression of the elementary oscillator energy according to the Planck-Einstein formula: = ω.
The variable-density mechanical model
The mechanical Carnot water-mill model provides a global description of heat engines. We now present a more detailed model that we call the variabledensity model, exemplified by reservoirs containing waters of different densities, perhaps because of different salt concentrations. We calculate the work performed by this mechanical device and its efficiency. Subsequently, results are compared to those relating to heat engines whose working agent has the property that the agent energy U factorizes as the product of a parameter (perhaps the altitude of a fluid reservoir or the strength of a magnetic field) and a function of the entropy 2 S. Consider first two reservoirs containing fluids of different densities, one at altitude l with respect to some reference level and the other at altitude h > l , connected by two pipes: pipe 1 allows a volume V from the higher reservoir to flow into the lower one and pipe 2 allows the same volume V to flow from the lower reservoir into the higher one. The total volume is constant and the fluids are incompressible. The weight (or "force") of the volume V taken from the higher reservoir is denoted by f h while the weight (or "force") of the volume V taken from the lower reservoir is denoted by f l .
Upon exchange of a volume V of fluid, the (potential) energies added to the lower and higher reservoirs read respectively
The work performed follows from the law of conservation of energy
The engine efficiency is defined as the ratio of the work performed W and the energy −Q h lost by the higher reservoir, that is
Let us now suppose that there are m low-level reservoirs (referred to as sub-reservoirs) at altitudes l,1 , l,2 , . . . l,m , with forces f l,1 , f l,2 , . . . f l,m , respectively. Likewise, we suppose that there are m high-level sub-reservoirs at altitudes h,1 , h,2 , . . . h,m , with forces f h,1 , f h,2 , . . . f h,m , respectively (see Fig. 4 ). Upon the exchange of a fluid volume from sub-reservoir l 1 to subreservoir l 2 , from sub-reservoir l 2 to sub-reservoir l 3 , and so on as shown in the figure, and using the same argument as before, we obtain
We have considered above arbitrary sub-reservoir forces. We now restrict the generality by supposing that the forces depend on the reservoir altitudes according to laws of the form
where f (.) denotes some function to be specified later, and i , with i = 1, 2 . . . m denotes as before the altitude of the (lower or higher) sub-reservoirs. The parameter β takes the values β l for the lower sub-reservoirs and the value β h for the higher one. Under that restriction, the above expressions for the reservoir energies read
where we have defined L i = β l l,i and
If the -values do not vary much from one low sub-reservoir to the next, and likewise, do not vary much from one high sub-reservoir to the next, sums may be replaced by integrals and we have
where
the lower limit of the integral being unimportant. When L 1 = H m ≡ L and H 1 = L m ≡ H the maximum efficiency is reached. Indeed, the quantity β l Q l +β h Q h then vanishes. If we set β l ≡ 1/T l , β h ≡ 1/T h , the efficiency reads
The work performed is then the product of the change of T and the change of s, namely if we set the Boltzmann constant equal to unity
The purely mechanical engine presently considered has exactly the same properties as a heat engine employing an agent whose energy is of the form U ( , S) = u(S), where is a parameter that varies along the cycle and S is the entropy, an adiabatic invariant. The expressions for the work and the efficiency are recognized to be the same as for a reversible heat engine.
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The quantum heat engine
We now consider quantum heat engines. Some details will be omitted because the treatment parallels the one given in the previous section. The Qs now represent amounts of heat and the T s absolute temperatures. We consider specifically the case where the working agents are two-level systems such as electrons submitted to magnetic fields B, as is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
The low and high-temperature reservoirs contain N electrons each. The number of electrons in the upper state in the low-temperature reservoir (energy l = B l ) is denoted by n l , while the number of electrons in the upper state in the high-temperature reservoir (energy h = B h ) is denoted by n h . Electrons in the lower energy state have zero energy by convention. We define forces according to:
Let two randomly-selected electrons be exchanged between the reservoirs. The probability of picking up a particular electron is 1/N . Accordingly, an average energy l f l is removed from the low-temperature reservoir. When this electron is carried to the high-temperature reservoir an average energy h f l is added to the latter. At the same time, an electron picked up from the high-temperature reservoir is carried to the low-temperature reservoir. An energy h f h is thereby removed from the high-temperature reservoir and an energy l f h is added to the low-temperature reservoir. Once the electron exchange has been accomplished the number of electrons in either reservoir is again N but n l , n h have possibly been incremented or decremented by one. Since the formalism coincides with the one given in the previous section, we simply reproduce here the expressions of the average work performed:
If h > l we require that n h > n l for a heat engine and n h < n l for a heat pump. The work performed depends only on the population difference n h −n l and on the difference in magnetic fields h − l . The heat-engine efficiency
does not depend on n l or n h as already noticed in [1] . For two-level systems, the reservoirs inverse temperatures are, according to Appendix A
respectively. Note that β l,h are positive when n l,h are smaller than N/2 and negative when they are larger than N/2. When the two reservoirs have positive temperatures the maximum efficiency given in (1) reads
It exceeds the actual efficiency η = 1 − ( l / h ) since n h > n l when the work produced is positive, as shown above. It would seem from (13) that the efficiency can be increased simply by increasing h , keeping l constant. But if we wish to maintain the reservoir temperatures the same we are forced to decrease at the same time the value of n h . In the limit that n h coincides with n l the efficiency given in (13) reaches the Carnot efficiency in (15) but no work is performed. In the present model the system parameter (magnetic field) does not vary when it is in contact with a reservoir. Such a cycle is often referred to as an "Otto cycle" [10] . The expression of the work in (12) may be written as
where we consider that the reservoir temperatures are given.
As an example of heat engine, suppose that l = 1 and h = 2. The calculated efficiency is η = 0.5. Further, for N = 10000, n l = 2000 and n h = 3000, the work delivered per cycle is W = 0.1 in the energy unit employed to define . For the above numerical values, we calculate that β l = 1.38, β h = 0.42, and η C = 0.69. If we keep constant β l and β h and vary l , h , the work performed given in (16) may reach approximately 0.2. To exemplify heat pumps, it suffices to exchange the values of n l and n h , keeping l and h the same as above. Instead of efficiency, it is usual (and natural) in the case of heat pumps to define a coefficient of performance (COP) as the ratio of the amount of heat generated in the hot reservoir (e.g., in the house) to the work required to operate the system (e.g., from the power line). Figure 3 (curve m = 1) gives available efficiencies η for a given value of the average work W performed in a cycle. Positive work corresponds to a heat engine while negative work corresponds to a heat pump. The gray areas are obtained numerically by randomly selecting positive -values. Of major interest is the upper domain boundary if W ≥ 0 (respectively the lower boundary if W ≤ 0) because this is the maximum efficiency the heat engine can operate for a given average work produced per cycle (respectively the maximum COP the heat pump can operate for a given average work supplied per cycle).
In subsequent examples we keep N = 10000 and the absolute value of the population difference: |n l − n h | = 1000. The efficiency of heat pumps, as defined earlier, remains η = 0.5 corresponding to a COP equal to 2. We calculate further that β l = 0.85, β h = 0.69 and thus the maximum heat-pump COP is 1/η C = 5.5.
Negative reservoir temperatures are now particularly considered. If the number of balls of weight 1 in the reservoir at altitude = 1 is equal to 7000 and the number of balls of weight 1 in the reservoir at altitude = 2 is equal to 8000 the reservoir temperatures are both negative. The β, Q and W -values are simply opposite in sign to the previous ones, with β l = −0.69, β h = −0.85, remembering that, algebraically, β l > β h . It follows that the reservoir at altitude = 2 is the colder and the reservoir at altitude = 1 is hotter. The system is a heat pump with some work flowing into it and heat being transferred to the hotter reservoir. If the above values of n l and n h are interchanged the system becomes a heat engine indistinguishable from the one initially considered as far as the operating parameters are concerned. If n l = 4500, n h = 5500, and l = 1, h = 2, the cold reservoir temperature is positive while the hot reservoir temperature is negative, with β l = 0.2, β h = −0.1. As before, the heat engine delivers an energy W = 0.1 per cycle and the efficiency is η = 0.5. The maximum attainable efficiency is unity.
Let us suppose that the electron exchange described above is repeated, and denote by a subscript 0 the initial values of n l and n h and by a subscript ∞ the values after a very large number of cycles. The average values of upperstate populations eventually equalize: n l∞ ≈ n h∞ . This implies that in the limit of a large number of cycles β l l ≈ β h h . The reservoir temperatures do not equalize however (that is, β l = β h ) because the electron-exchange process is not a heat-conduction process. Conservation of the number of weight-1 balls tells us that n l∞ + n h∞ = n l0 + n h0 , while conservation of energy tells us that the total work performed after a large number of cycles is W t = ( l n l0 + h n h0 ) − ( l n l∞ + h n h∞ ), where n l∞ = n h∞ = (n l0 + n h0 )/2. Thus, W t is N/2 times the work performed during the first cycle as given by (12) .
For the sake of comparison with previous works, note that the quantity denoted here n/N corresponds to the electron spin (divided by ) plus 1/2. The magnetic field corresponds to the quantity denoted by ω in [1] . The relation between n/N and the inverse temperature β given in (14) coincides with the one given in that reference. Usually, the working agent is supposed to exchange energy but not particles with the reservoirs. Our model is applicable when the electron gas serving as a reservoir is highly diluted so that the electrons (aside from their spin) may be treated as classical particles. It is then immaterial whether the working electron is allowed to merely exchange energy with the electron gas, or is introduced in the reservoir and is subsequently removed from it. Note further that in the case presently considered the adiabatic process needs not be performed slowly to be isentropic.
3
The heat-engine efficiency may improve if a large number, m, of low and high-temperature sub-reservoirs are employed, as shown in Fig. 4 . The number of electrons in each sub-reservoir is denoted by N . The low-temperature sub-reservoirs are labeled by lk, while the high-temperature sub-reservoirs are labeled by hk where k = 1, . . . , m. The total weight of electrons in subreservoir lk with altitude of lk is denoted by n lk and the total weight of the electrons in sub-reservoir hk with altitude of hk is denoted by n hk .
Randomly selected electrons are carried at the same time from l1 to l2,. . . , lm to h1, h1 to h2, . . . , and hm to l1, thereby closing the cycle. Using the same argument as in the previous section we obtain the heat increments Q l , Q h in the low and high-temperature reservoirs in the form
where L i ≡ β l li and H i ≡ β h hi , and
The simpler result relative to the Otto cycle is recovered from the present formulation by setting L 1 = L m and H 1 = H m . If, on the other hand, H m = L 1 and L m = H 1 the quantity β l Q l + β h Q h vanishes, and the efficiency is given by the Carnot expression in (1). Keeping k B ≡ 1, the work performed may be written as
where we have introduced the absolute reservoir temperatures T l , T h . This is the product of the change of temperature and the change of entropy.
To proceed further, we must specialize the above results. Consider the case where the sub-reservoirs contain electrons, n of them being in the upper state, the others being in the ground state. According to Appendix A the appropriate force function is in that case
Using the above expression of the entropy, we find that W max = (T h − T l ) ln(2). More generally, when the allowed weight-values are 0, 1 . . . , 2j we have (see Appendix A) W max = (T h − T c ) ln(2j + 1), a result previously given in [3] . When β l = 1.38, β h = 0.42 (T h − T l = 1.66) the cycle is reversible and the Carnot efficiency η C = 0.695 is reached when for example l1 = 1, lm = 1.1, h1 = 3.6, hm = 3.3. In that case W = 0.05. When we allow the to vary the work may reach the value W max = 1.14. Figure 3 shows how the heat-engine maximum efficiency varies as a function of the work performed for 1 (Otto cycle), 2, 3, and an infinity (Carnot cycle) of cold and hot sub-reservoirs. The figure gives also the minimum value of the efficiency. It can be proven that the minimum efficiency is proportional to W in the case of Carnot cycles.
The above formulas are valid also when the hot reservoir has a negative temperature, in which case the maximum efficiency is unity. For example, if 
Fluctuations
Let now the fluid in a reservoir be modeled as collections of N molecules (or N balls), n of them having weight 1 and N − n having weight 0. The number of weight-1 balls in the lower reservoir is denoted by n l and the number of weight-1 balls in the higher reservoir by n h . As said earlier, the exchange of two randomly-selected balls between the reservoirs produces positive average work if n h > n l .
As far as the average work is concerned only fluid densities matter, and other microscopic models with n 0 balls of weight w 0 , n 1 balls of weight w 1 , and so on, would do just as well, as long as the density f ≡ w/N remains the same. Here, w ≡ n k w k , k = 0, 1, 2 . . . denotes the total fluid weight. The microscopic model determines, however, the fluctuations of the work produced. To evaluate the statistics of the work produced and in particular the variance of that work, only the most elementary rule of probability is needed, namely, the fact that when an urn contains N balls possessing labels that help distinguish one ball from another, the probability of picking up any particular ball is 1/N . Let us evaluate the variance of the work performed per cycle. Since there are a total of 2m sub-reservoirs we now let an integer j run from 1 to 2m with the understanding that 2m + 1 ≡ 1. The probability that a ball of weight 1 be picked up from the sub-reservoir j is p j ≡ n j /N . If that event occurs W is incremented by j − j+1 from the law of conservation of energy. Otherwise W is unchanged. Since the ball selections from different sub-reservoirs are independent the contributions of the individual events means and variances add up and we obtain
where the sums run from j = 1 to 2m, that is, over the full sequence of sub-reservoirs. In the limit that m → ∞ while keeping energy levels within two finite bounds, the work performed is essentially non-fluctuating. This favorable situation is analogous to the one encountered in Optics in the case of quiet (or "sub-Poissonian") laser sources [14] .
Conclusion
We have seen that quantum heat engines may be equivalent to purely mechanical engines akin to watermills. Precisely, our model consists of a sequence of reservoirs containing fluids of different densities. Not only the average work produced and the efficiency are the same, but also the fluctuations of the work produced for appropriate microscopic fluid models. When the concept of temperature is introduced according to the rules of Quantum Statistical Mechanics the expression for the Carnot efficiency is obtained in the limit of a large number of sub-reservoirs. When the reservoirs temperatures are both negative the results are symmetrical to those relating to positive temperatures, heat engines and heat pumps getting exchanged. If only the hot reservoir temperature is negative the maximum attainable efficiency is unity. Let us emphasize that these results were based on a simple probability law. Namely, the probability of picking up a particular ball from an urn containing identical (but distinguishable) balls. Thorough stirring of the balls in the urn before a ball gets picked up is implied, a condition that may not be fulfilled when the cycle does not operate slowly. Many recent papers on quantum heat engines and heat pumps deal with the production of maximum power rather than maximum energy per cycle or efficiency. To investigate such questions on the basis of our model a detailed analysis of ball randomization would be needed.
A Reservoir temperature
The main concept of Statistical Mechanics is that the states of isolated systems that correspond to the same energy, n, are equally likely to occur. Precisely, the degeneracy (or statistical weight) W of an isolated system is defined as the number of distinguishable states. Let N denote the total number of balls (or molecules, or electrons in the upper state) and n the number of balls of weight 1, the other balls being weightless. We have (see, e.g, [10, 14] )
For N = 2, for example, the degeneracy W(1) = 2 because the weight n = 1 may be ascribed to either one of the two balls. The entropy is defined from the Statistical Mechanical point of view as: S(n) = ln(W(n)), the Boltzmann constant being set equal to unity. The inverse temperature is further defined as β o ≡ dS(n)/dn ≡ d ln(W(n))/dn. The derivative cannot be evaluated exactly since n is an integer. The best one can do is to apply the Stirling approximation of factorials: d ln(n!)/dn ≈ ln(n!) − ln((n − 1)!) = ln(n). We obtain from (22)
The second relation says that the Boltzmann factor exp(−β o (n)) is the ratio of the number n of balls of weight 1 and the number N − n of balls of weight 0. The reservoir temperature is positive when n < N/2 and negative when n > N/2. The smallest temperature T min ≈ 1/ ln(N ) occurs for n ≈ 0, S ≈ 0. If the reservoir altitude is instead of being unity the inverse temperature becomes β = β o / . The low and high-temperatures are therefore given by β l = β o (n l )/ l and β h = β o (n h )/ h , respectively. Consider now N distinguishable balls in a reservoir at altitude , n 0 of them having weight w 0 , n 1 having weight w 1 and so on. When the balls are allowed to exchange weight 4 the most likely configuration {n 0 , n 1 , . . .} is the one that maximizes the number N !/(n 0 !n 1 ! . . .) of distinct configurations with the constraint of a given number N of balls and a given total energy w where w = n 0 w 0 + n 1 w 1 + . . . denotes the total weight. Equivalently, we may search for the minimum value of ln(n 0 !n 1 ! . . .) since ln(.) is a monotonically increasing function of its argument. Using the method of Lagrange multipliers and the Stirling approximation, it follows that n k ∝ exp(−βw k ), where β enters as a Lagrange multiplier [10] . In the case where the allowed ball weights are restricted to 0, 1, . . . , q − 1, f ≡ w/N is given by the sum of a geometrical series, a function of x ≡ β . The two-argument entropy defined in (9) 
In the main text we have considered the special case where q = 2 (e.g., electrons in a magnetic field). Note that s(0, 0) = ln(q), s(∞, ∞) = 0. The case where q → ∞ corresponds to harmonic oscillators, discussed for example in [13] .
B Note on the total entropy produced
The quantity β l Q l +β h Q h , where the Qs represent average energy increments in the baths, and the β inverse temperatures, may not be equal to the total entropy produced by the exchange of two electrons between the reservoirs. In particular, when the initial number of electrons in the upper state is equal to N/2 in both reservoirs (supposing N even), the reservoirs entropies possess their maximum values and may therefore only decrease. Yet the total entropy must necessarily increase to comply with the second law of thermodynamics. For N = 2 for example, the initial number of distinguishable configurations in the two baths is equal to 2, and is consequently equal to 4 if we consider the two baths together. When the baths are allowed to exchange two electrons according to the scheme described in the main text, the number of distinguishable configurations becomes equal to 6. The total entropy increases therefore from ln(4) to ln(6). It does not seem useful to express this entropy increment as the sum of entropy increments in the lower and higher baths and in the work reservoir. Note that in the present situation the work performed has a probability 1/4 of being equal to h − l , a probability 1/4 of having the opposite value, and a probability of 1/2 of being equal to zero. The average work thus vanishes.
It is only in the large-N limit and for initial numbers of electrons in the upper state sufficiently different from N/2 that the usual expression β l Q l + β h Q h may apply.
